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We may be tempted to think of clonal
populations of bacterial cells growing
in liquid cultures or as colonies on
plates as millions (or billions) of largely
uniform cells, exhibiting little or no
phenotypic diversity. However, with the
development of enhanced approaches
for single-cell based analyses, such
an idea is increasingly revealed as an
oversimplification. Instead, a pool of
genetically identical bacterial cells
can readily contain phenotypically
distinct subpopulations, which may
arise either from stochastic variation
or deterministic processes. Some
prominent examples include formation
of persister cells, which exhibit
increased tolerance to antibiotics [1],
phase variation-dependent
heterogeneity in expression of pili [2],
and spore formation. In this issue of
Current Biology, the van der Meer
group [3] describes how the presence
of an integrative conjugative element
(ICE) enables a small subpopulation
of Pseudomonas sp. cells to terminally
‘differentiate’ into a specialized
‘transfer-competent’ subset with the
capacity to horizontally transmit DNA
via conjugation to surrounding cells.
Bacterial genomic analyses have
revealed that horizontal transfer of DNA
has played a vital role in prokaryotic
evolution [4]. Three
processes — competence (uptake
of DNA from the environment),
phage transduction and
conjugation — account for lateral
gene flow in bacteria. Conjugative
plasmids and ICEs mediate bacterial
conjugation, a process that requires
close contact between donor and
recipient cells, including the formation
of a ‘mating bridge’ through which
DNA is thought to be transmitted from
donor to recipient. While ICEs are not
as well known as plasmids, recent
work indicates that they are present in
highly diverse bacterial species [5].
Unlike plasmids, ICEs do not replicateautonomously from the chromosome.
Instead, following conjugative
transfer to a new host, an ICE-encoded
integrase (Int) catalyzes integration
of ICE DNA into the chromosome
(often in a site-specific fashion). Thus,
ICE DNA is replicated along with the
chromosome, thereby ensuring its
vertical transmission. Horizontal
transmission occurs after Int-mediated
excision and circularization of ICEDNA,
and relies on ICE-encoded machinery
for DNA processing and intercellular
transport. ICEs also contain diverse
cargo DNA not required for lateral
DNA transfer, including genes
conferring resistance to antibiotics
and heavy metals, enabling plant
symbiosis, and allowing the
metabolism of aromatic compounds.
ICEs therefore enable the rapid spread
of these properties in bacterial
populations [5].
The van der Meer group studies
ICEclc, a 103 kb ICE derived from
Pseudomonas knackmussii B13 that
encodes a metabolic pathway for
degradation of chlorocatechol. They
previously found that expression of
ICEclc’s integrase, which is essential
for the element’s transmission, is
limited to a small fraction (w3%) of
stationary phase cells [6]. Furthermore,
they demonstrated that this expression
is largely dependent upon the stress/
starvation sigma factor RpoS, which
becomes active at the onset of
stationary phase. High levels of RpoS
are generally required for int
expression; however, they are not
sufficient, either because of stochastic
variability in RpoS-dependent gene
expression or due to an as yet
unidentified factor [7]. Notably,
stochastic variation in gene expression
appears to explain the development
of phenotypic heterogeneity for a range
of processes in diverse bacteria,
including virulence gene expression
in several pathogens [8] and
competence in Bacillus subtilis [9].
In the current paper [3], Reinhard
et al. use time-lapse microscopyinvestigate the activation and
transmission of ICEclc at the single
cell level (Figure 1). As expected, they
found that transmission of ICEclc was
only detected from int-expressing
donors, confirming the hypothesis that
the int-expressing cells constitute
a ‘transfer-competent’ (tc) subset of
potential ICEclc donors. Unexpectedly,
these tc cells exhibited several traits
in addition to int expression that
distinguished them from the majority of
cells in the population, including slower
growth, a reduced or absent capacity
for division, aberrant morphology,
and accumulation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS). Tc donor cells were
also often observed to lyse during
time course experiments, suggesting
that development of the tc state is
a terminal phenotype. These tc cell
phenotypes were not dependent upon
ICEclc excision or transfer or even on
the presence of potential recipient
cells, and reversion of tc cells was
not detected. The finding that transfer
competence dramatically impairs
donor cell growth and survival provides
a strong rationale for restricting this
trait to a small proportion of potential
ICEclc donors, as it minimizes the
fitness cost to the population as
a whole.
Interestingly, Reinhard et al. [3] also
identified two loci (shi and parA)
within ICEclc that appear to prolong
growth of tc cells, and thereby
to promote ICEclc transmission.
Expression of int is induced at a normal
frequency in mutant strains lacking
these sequences; however, such
int-expressing cells appear to have
less capacity to divide and form
microcolonies than do their wild-type,
int-expressing counterparts.
Presumably, this growth deficiency
accounts for the mutants’ modestly
reduced (up to five-fold) frequency
of ICEclc transmission. The authors
do not report on the frequency
of morphological or additional
(e.g., ROS) phenotypes other than
cell division in mutant tc cells;
consequently, the extent of
interdependence among these
phenotypes remains to be determined.
Additional studies are also needed
to define the pathways by which shi
and parA modulate the physiology
of donor cells.
It remains to be seen why induction
of int (and presumably other
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Figure 1. Single cell analysis of ICE transfer.
ICEclc-dependent development of Pseudomonas into a terminal, transfer-competent state.
RpoS-dependent expression of ICEclc int occurs in a subset of cells (w3%) at stationary
phase. Only Int-expressing cells can transfer ICEclc to potential recipients. Further growth
of these transfer-competent cells is limited — some entirely fail to divide — and they are
marked by membrane damage and the presence of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Ultimately,
many transfer-competent cells lyse.
Dispatch
R119co-regulated ICEclc genes required
for mobilization) is linked to impaired
viability of the potential donor cell. The
energetic cost of producing a transfer
apparatus might be predicted to slow
bacterial growth, but the observation
of lysis and/or near complete inhibition
of cell division was unexpected.
It seems possible that the transfer
apparatus itself might damage the
host cell membrane, perhaps in
a manner analogous to the holins that
can facilitate phage release [10].
Alternatively, ROS production might
contribute to loss of viability, although
themechanism linking ICEclc inductionand ROS production has not been
defined. It is clear that neither element
excision nor loss is required for the
growth impairment of tc cells.
Finally, it should be noted that the
tight correlation between ICEclc
induction (as gauged by int expression)
and impaired bacterial growth lacks
a definitive indication of the
directionality of this relationship. Thus,
although it is possible that expression
of ICEclc genes is responsible
for attenuated bacterial growth
accompanied by membrane damage
and accumulation of ROS, it is also
possible that bacterial damage actsin conjunction with RpoS to generate
an ICE-inducing stimulus; i.e., that the
ICE regulates its activity to enable it to
escape from a cell with limited survival
potential. Previous studies, both of
ICEs and of phages, have revealed that
lateral gene transfer can be induced by
agents that generate cellular damage,
such as treatments that induce the
bacterial SOS response to DNA
damage [11]. We look forward to future
studies that, like this work from
Reinhard et al., will harness the
combined power of genetic and single
cell-based analyses to tease out the
determinants of lateral gene transfer
and of cell fate.References
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